
Useful VisualsUseful VisualsUseful VisualsUseful Visuals



Why do we use visuals ?Why do we use visuals ?Why do we use visuals ?Why do we use visuals ?

Children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD)Children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD)Children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) Children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) 
have difficulty in discovering the power and have difficulty in discovering the power and 
pleasure of social communication They tend topleasure of social communication They tend topleasure of social communication. They tend to pleasure of social communication. They tend to 
engage less in dayengage less in day--toto--day exchanges with their day exchanges with their 
carers and are often slower to develop languagecarers and are often slower to develop languagecarers and are often slower to develop language. carers and are often slower to develop language. 
They may also have learning difficulties that They may also have learning difficulties that 
interfere with learning languageinterfere with learning languageinterfere with learning language.interfere with learning language.



Why do we use visuals ?Why do we use visuals ?Why do we use visuals ?Why do we use visuals ?

People with autism tend to be visual learnersPeople with autism tend to be visual learnersPeople with autism tend to be visual learners, People with autism tend to be visual learners, 
and visual means of communication can help and visual means of communication can help 
them to understand and use the process ofthem to understand and use the process ofthem to understand and use the process of them to understand and use the process of 
communication thus encouraging the communication thus encouraging the 
development of spoken language and ofdevelopment of spoken language and ofdevelopment of spoken language and of development of spoken language and of 
appropriate social communication.appropriate social communication.



Why do we use visuals ?Why do we use visuals ?Why do we use visuals ?Why do we use visuals ?

Use of visual structure to reduce stress andUse of visual structure to reduce stress andUse of visual structure to reduce stress and Use of visual structure to reduce stress and 
promote learning for people with autism by promote learning for people with autism by 
making their environment more easilymaking their environment more easilymaking their environment more easily making their environment more easily 
understood. Visual aids can help people with understood. Visual aids can help people with 
autism to make sense of the world and of otherautism to make sense of the world and of otherautism to make sense of the world and of other autism to make sense of the world and of other 
people, including the process of communication.people, including the process of communication.



Visual Sequences may help your Visual Sequences may help your 
child to learn new skills such aschild to learn new skills such aschild to learn new skills such as child to learn new skills such as 
getting dressed or toilet traininggetting dressed or toilet training



A list of jobs with a motivator at the A list of jobs with a motivator at the 
endend



Jobs ListJobs ListJobs ListJobs List

Using a jobs listUsing a jobs listUsing a jobs listUsing a jobs list
may help your childmay help your child

f ll ff ll fto follow a set ofto follow a set of
instructionsinstructions



First an adult directed activity First an adult directed activity –– then then 
//a motivator / rewarda motivator / reward



EncourageEncourageEncourage Encourage 
independenceindependence

i h lii h liwith a list towith a list to
help your child help your child 
pack their own pack their own 
school bagschool bagschool bagschool bag



EncourageEncourageEncourage Encourage 
independenceindependence

i h lii h liwith a list towith a list to
help your child help your child 
pack their own pack their own 
school bagschool bagschool bagschool bag



Prepare your child for up coming Prepare your child for up coming 
events using a simple calendarevents using a simple calendar

Get your child to cross off each dayGet your child to cross off each dayGet your child to cross off each dayGet your child to cross off each day



Going out on a trip?Going out on a trip?Going out on a trip?Going out on a trip?

Going for a day outGoing for a day outGoing for a day out, Going for a day out, 
on holiday, shopping…on holiday, shopping…
h hild hh hild hshow your child whatshow your child what

is happening. Prepareis happening. Prepare
them before the tripthem before the trip
with as much informationwith as much informationwith as much informationwith as much information
as possible.as possible.



Consequence MapConsequence MapConsequence MapConsequence Map
Consequence maps help your child to link the Consequence maps help your child to link the 
behaviour to the consequencebehaviour to the consequencebehaviour to the consequencebehaviour to the consequence
Visually showing your child the consequence map will Visually showing your child the consequence map will 
help them understand the situationhelp them understand the situationhelp them understand the situationhelp them understand the situation
Consequence maps come in different levels. The first Consequence maps come in different levels. The first 
level simple maps out the behaviour and thelevel simple maps out the behaviour and thelevel simple maps out the behaviour and the level simple maps out the behaviour and the 
consequenceconsequence
The second level introduces the preferred behaviourThe second level introduces the preferred behaviourpp
Finally as your child learns to read the visual becomes Finally as your child learns to read the visual becomes 
writtenwritten



Consequence MapConsequence MapConsequence MapConsequence Map

Childs name /       BehaviourChilds name /       Behaviour ConsequenceConsequence
PicturePicture



Consequence MapConsequence MapConsequence MapConsequence Map



Consequence MapConsequence MapConsequence MapConsequence Map



Consequence MapConsequence MapConsequence MapConsequence Map



Visual cue sheetsVisual cue sheetsVisual cue sheetsVisual cue sheets
may help your childmay help your child

l dl dcalm downcalm down



Visual cue sheetsVisual cue sheetsVisual cue sheetsVisual cue sheets
may help your childmay help your child

l dl dcalm downcalm down



Visual cue sheets may help your Visual cue sheets may help your 
child to calm downchild to calm downchild to calm downchild to calm down



Help your child learn a strategy if Help your child learn a strategy if 
they feel upsetthey feel upset



Emotions are called many things. If Emotions are called many things. If 
your child if finding it hard toyour child if finding it hard toyour child if finding it hard to your child if finding it hard to 
understand a visual may helpunderstand a visual may help



Feelings thermometersFeelings thermometersFeelings thermometersFeelings thermometers
may help your child may help your child 

i h ii h icommunicate theircommunicate their
feelingsfeelings



Make a planMake a planMake a planMake a plan

If your child has a problem drawing it out andIf your child has a problem drawing it out andIf your child has a problem, drawing it out and If your child has a problem, drawing it out and 
planning together will give your child a strategy planning together will give your child a strategy 
to try when next in that situationto try when next in that situationto try when next in that situationto try when next in that situation



Traffic lights make a good visual Traffic lights make a good visual 
warningwarningwarningwarning

Could be usedCould be usedCould be usedCould be used
as a warning linkedas a warning linked

b h ib h ito behaviourto behaviour
Could be used Could be used 

to warn your childto warn your child
a motivating activitya motivating activitya motivating activitya motivating activity
is finishingis finishing



Reward ChartReward ChartReward ChartReward Chart

Use your child's favourite activities / toys asUse your child's favourite activities / toys asUse your child s favourite activities / toys as Use your child s favourite activities / toys as 
motivators to encourage positive behaviourmotivators to encourage positive behaviour


